
/12/90 
Dear C mid Ciccone, 

I have no independent recol_ection of what I _rote you that you do not like but 

from what you say I tried to caution you and you resent that, believing as you do that 

from the indiscriminate reading of a buch of crap lepu've become a real expert. 

Do you think I needed youi list of what you've road to 10.10W what you could have 

read? 

You are entitled to any belief you want to hold, such as 4... it would be dangerous 

to dismiss any Cleary no matter how issly it may seem." To me this is silliness. Unless 

you want to deceive and mislead yourself and othooa. Them are some theories that are 

totally untenable and most of those advanced to solve the JFK assassination are of this 

kind. If you know no better or if you just want to mislead yourself and others, you do 

have that right. If you think you know enough to lecture me, fine! 

You can also conaidelinisleading others is responsible. I don't. 

Our government did worse than what you stor, "blur the story." That doe❑ not mean 

that we are any better if we "blur" by nonsensical theories presented as fact. 

The sources you list indicate that you've read what you could get ycur hands on, 

.hich :Le good, but these ..;ources do not qualify you as an expert and most of them will 

Iwouade you that up is down and in is out. 

My own vle. is that one who mi3eada the people on this subject doe:: the govern-

ment's dirty work for it. Confusing the people more is not a public service. Haf.sing  

questions without misleading is useful. 

beet wishes, 

Harold Weisberg 
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